How to register for ISYE/IET 3398?

**Attention:** ISYE/IET 3398 can only be taken once for credit and is only offered in Spring and Summer; Plan accordingly.

*Applies only to ISYE majors

**Career Planning & Development can help you find internship opportunities. Career Planning & Development and your ISYE adviser **cannot** secure an internship for you.

***The site supervisor should list at least 3 ISYE learning objectives on the internship agreement document and confirm that most of the work is ISYE related.

**** Upload the internship agreement to the **experience request**.

---

**Start**

Do you have engineering standing?*

Do you have 50 or more credit hours?

- **Yes**
  - Search for Internship on Handshake or other channels **
  - **No**

Did you land an internship with a minimum 10 hours/week?

- **Yes**
  - Meet with Site supervisor to:
    - discuss learning objectives
    - Sign Internship agreement ***
  - **No**

Do you have an internship agreement signed by you and site supervisor?

- **Yes**
  - Complete Handshake Experience Request ****
- **No**

Register for the course

End

---
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